
English 11 Honors  

Unit IV: Dutchman/Existentialism 

Name: ___________________________ 
 

You will use this chart to examine Dutchman through an existential lens. In the left column, provide 

evidence directly from the text with page numbers or paraphrase moments if the evidence is too long. In the 

middle column, do your best to identify the tenet/concept related to existentialism. Then, in the right 

column, explain how that specific idea is significant to our understanding of the play, the themes, characters, 

etc. Use your existentialism handouts! 

 

Evidence  Existentialist Tenet 
Observed 

Explanation/significance 

Clay‟s rant—towards end of 
play 

 

 

 

 

Bad Faith—Being for 
others 

He allows Lula to define him even 
though he was being for himself initially 
before she goaded him—he allows her to 
control his outlook on himself 

Assimilationist ideas—suit, 
books, etc.  

 

 

 

 

Bad Faith—
inauthentic way of 
existing 

He knows certain facts about himself and 
how society views him, and seems to 
display true essence at the end in his 
diatribe—rant to prove that he is more 
than she assumed him to be—still 
allowing her to define him even when 
he‟s trying to be-for-itself  

Certain facts about himself—
class, race, gender, etc. 

 

 

 

 

Transcendence—
desires go beyond 
facts about us 

We see that he wants to go beyond those 
stereotypes that are immediately assumed 
but there are certain obstacles that 
maintain his facticity 

Lula confronts Clay 

 

 

 

 

The Other Because of his identity/race, targeted by 
Lula—he is subject to her gaze—he can 
only be who he is under her “White 
liberal American” gaze—SdB referred to 
the other as “woman”—similar in that 
she becomes a stereotype as well—
seductive/temptress 

He is othered in a group of people who 
are othered—he‟s expected to act this 
way—when he acts in a way that is not 
“othered”, he is exposed as someone 
who no longer wishes to be self-
victimized 

Clay dies—perpetual 
victimization of young black 
man 

Absurdity/nothingness 

 

Nothingness-no inherent meaning/ life 
will continue to be absurd and one must 
accept that because resistance is futile—
UNLESS ONE ACTS VIOLENTLY—



 

 

 

 

ACT WITH OTHERS 

He tries to rid himself of her 

 

 

Lula—cycle of victimization 

 

Ennui 

 

 

So when he doesn‟t play into her games 
of manipulation, Lula becomes 
bored/dissatisfied/etc.  

 

Bored with her role—no one is actually 
murdering her! 

Who do you think you were? 
Who do you think you are 
now? 

Encrustation 

 

 

 

She tells him that society has certain 
expectations and he can only pretend 
„”to be free of his history” 

 

 

 


